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WELCOME
Welcome to the 2nd edition of this practical guide to implementing the EU MDR.

When the original guidebook was written back in 2018, there had been no published guidance, there were 
no manufacturers that had CE marked devices against the EU MDR and not a single notified body had been 
designated.  Fast forward on to Q1 of 2021 and what a difference!  At the time of writing, we now have 19 
designated notified bodies, many devices have been successfully CE marked under the regulation and there 
are over 50 guidance documents.

This guidebook is all about the European regulation and how to apply the requirements into your business. 
This is part of the Meddev Solutions Guidebook Series, which provides practical tools and guidance for 
medical device manufacturers and anyone else with a need to understand exactly how to implement the MDR.

The book is a reference guide and as such, is not designed to be read from cover to cover.  It is broken into 
sections that can be quickly referenced to help navigate through the text of the MDR and to implement 
the requirements needed.  It doesn’t replace the MDR text, which should be used in conjunction with this 
guidebook.  

As this guidebook is not designed to be read from cover to cover, it is essential to understand how it works and 
how it is used, so please make sure you read Chapter 3 - ‘how to use this guidebook’

We hope you find this book a useful companion.  Please note, the official MDR text is the law and this 
guidebook should not be used to replace or modify the intention of the law.

This is the first book in the Meddev Solutions Guidebook Series, we hope you find it useful!  

Meddev Solutions Limited.

CHAPTER 1
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CHAPTER 3

HOW TO USE THIS GUIDEBOOK
As mentioned in the welcome chapter, this book is not meant to be read from cover to cover, it is a set of tools 
and references that you can use to ensure you have met the requirements of the MDR.

The book is broken into chapters that represent different tools you can use. Colour coding is used to aid 
navigation and each section of the book has a different coloured margin for quick referencing. You can find 
the relevant colour under each subtitle below.

The starting point for most users of this guidebook will be Chapter 4 - Compliance Guide. This chapter 
identifies what a manufacturer needs to do to comply with the MDR, and from there, what the tools can be 
used as and when required. 

The tool sets are as follows:

COMPLIANCE GUIDE:
The compliance guide is the starting point to aid compliance with the MDR. It provides an overview to the 
requirements of the MDR and helps a manufacturer build the documentation required to demonstrate 
compliance. This section also includes a list of questions that each economic operator should ask themselves. 

DEVICE CLASSIFICATION 
This chapter lists the rules for classification and identifies what has changed from the Medical Device 
Directive. There is also a small section describing the type of devices that rule is intended for.

CLINICAL EVALUATION
This section provides some guidance on the requirements for clinical data and also has a notified body 
inspired checklist. This is a very large subject, so it provides a basic overview to help you get started.

CONFORMITY ASSESSMENT ROUTE ANNEXES:
This section provides a tabular view of the conformity assessment routes. It is a comparison tool that you can 
use to identify a preferred conformity route and the associated requirements.

QMS TABLES:
This chapter provides a set of useful tables that links the requirements of a Quality Management System 
to the requirements of the MDR. This can be used to ensure that your QMS procedures meet the necessary 
requirements.
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TIMELINES:
The MDR has specific dates for implementation of different requirements. This chapter gives you visual 
timelines detailing the key dates and what is to be implemented before each date.

MDR OVERVIEW ARTICLES:
This chapter provides an overview of the articles in the MDR. It describes each article in simple terms, i.e. 
what it is about, a brief summary and also the conformity evidence required. A map is also provided to 
identify any links with other articles or annexes.

MDR OVERVIEW ANNEXES:
This chapter provides an overview of the annexes in the MDR. It describes each annex in simple terms as is 
done in the articles chapter. Annex I includes a checklist for GSPRs and Annex III contains a PMS checklist. 

INDEXES & LOOK UPS:
References have been collated and listed to allow review of further information. This list includes acronyms, 
delegating acts, other directives and regulations.

PEOPLE:
This chapter identifies all of the different people and operators mentioned throughout the MDR and provides 
links between their obligations and the articles and annexes relevant to them.

MDCG GUIDANCE:
As there has been a number of guidance documents released over the past few years by the MDCG, it is 
important to know what guidance is relevant to you and what the guidance suggests. Each guidance document 
relevant to the MDR has been listed and this chapter contains summaries of each guidance as well as 
examples and flowcharts/tables that we feel will help you. 
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CHAPTER 4

COMPLIANCE GUIDE
INTRODUCTION
This chapter describes a high-level process of where to start as a manufacturer looking to CE mark a device. 
You can work through each flow diagram and table referring to the associated MDR section which will guide 
you to the requirements for your device. A list is provided after the flow diagrams and tables to ensure you 
consider other requirements that may apply to you. 

WHO ARE YOU? – FLOW CHART TO ESTABLISH WHAT PROCESS YOU SHOULD FOLLOW

Sample only
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DEVICE CLASSIFICATION
INTRODUCTION
Medical devices need to be classified according to the rules laid out in Annex VIII. For manufacturers that 
placed devices on the market under the Medical Devices Directive, the rule-based system should be familiar. 
You should note that devices without a medical purpose (i.e. Annex XVI devices) should also be classified 
according to these rules.

When looking at the rules for classifying a device, all applicable rules must be considered and the rule that 
assigns the highest classification is the overriding rule. So, when considering 'invasiveness' of a device that is 
also 'active', both sets of rules apply and should be considered. Pay attention to the rule wording as there are 
often subsets of device types in the rule itself, rule 11 covering software is a good example as it can result in 
application of any one of the 4 classes.

The 'special' rules should also not be forgotten as these tend to result in a higher classification (for example 
devices incorporating a medicinal product).

This process should be documented within the technical documentation to allow the Notified Body to follow 
your logic and to demonstrate that you have classified the device properly.

We have also included an 'MDD change' section under each rule, for those that know the Medical Device 
Directive rules well, so they can see what has been changed.

CLASSIFICATION RULES AND DEVICE CLASS
There are 22 rules for the 4 classes of device. These classes are I, IIa, IIb and III. Class I has a subset for sterile 
devices, devices with a measuring function and a newly created 'reusable surgical' device. These are not 
actually a separate class defined in the rules, but these types of devices have requirements for Notified Body 
involvement, therefore you may hear 'class Is' or 'class Ir' used, however they are class I devices.

The table below summarises:
CLASS RISK LEVEL/CONFORMITY ASSESSMENT EXAMPLE

I Low Risk   Self-Certification Wheelchairs, stethoscopes, scalpel, plasters, simple wound 
dressing, spectacles 

Is/m/r Notified Body Involvement Delivered sterile, measuring function, reprocessed

IIa Notified Body Involvement Dental fillings and teeth implants, surgical clamps, syringes, 
tracheotomy tubes, x-ray devices

IIb Notified body involvement 

Competent authority assessment

Condoms, lung ventilators, bone fixation plate, blood bag

III Notified body involvement

High risk                 Commission assessment

Pacemakers, heart valves, implanted cerebral simulators, drug 
coated stent, breast implants

CHAPTER 5
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NON-INVASIVE DEVICES

RULE 1

All non-invasive devices are classified as class I, unless one of the rules set out hereinafter 
applies.

MDD change:
No change from the MDD. 

This is considered a fall-back rule applying to all devices not covered by a more specific rule. It applies in 
general to devices that come in contact only with intact skin or that do not touch the patient. Some non-
invasive devices indirectly contact the body, e.g. storing/channelling of liquids, blood etc. these devices may 
need to be handled by another rule because of the hazards inherent due with the potential of reintroducing 
the stored component.

CLASS       RULE 1 EXAMPLE
I All non-invasive devices are classified 

as class I, unless one of the rules set out 
hereinafter applies.

• Body liquid collection devices intended to be used in
such a way that a return flow is unlikely (e.g. to collect
body wastes such as urine collection bottles, ostomy
pouches, incontinence pads or collectors used with
wound drainage devices). They may be connected to the
patient by means of catheters and tubing

• Devices used to immobilise body parts and/or to apply
force or compression on them (e.g. non-sterile dressings
used to aid the healing of a sprain, plaster of Paris, cervi-
cal collars, gravity traction devices, compression hosiery)

• Devices intended in general for external patient support
(e.g. hospital beds, patient hoists, walking aids, wheel-
chairs, stretchers, dental patient chairs)

• Corrective glasses and frames

• Stethoscopes for diagnosis

• Incision drapes

• Conductive gels

• Non-invasive electrodes for EEG or ECG

Sample only
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CHAPTER 6

CLINICAL EVALUATION
INTRODUCTION
Clinical evaluation may be one of the greatest challenges within the MDR in relation to clinical data required 
to provide ‘sufficient’ clinical evidence. 

The following table provides you with a 'place to start' with respect to clinical data, as it is a subject within its 
own right. One of the biggest things we hear when talking about clinical data and the MDR, is the definition of 
'sufficient'. It is of course up to the manufacturer to demonstrate this to the notified body and other interested 
parties. 

Article 61 of the MDR states that ‘The manufacturer shall specify and justify the level of clinical evidence 
necessary to demonstrate conformity with the relevant general safety and performance requirements. That 
level of clinical evidence shall be appropriate in view of the characteristics of the device and its intended 
purpose.’

There has been much debate on the subject of sufficient and guidance was released by the MDCG on clinical 
evidence for legacy devices (MDCG 2020-6) which states:

“Sufficient clinical evidence” is not defined in the MDR. The definition of “clinical evidence” itself contains the word 
”sufficient” but it is related to the amount and quality of the clinical data and the clinical evaluation results which 
“allow a qualified assessment of whether the device is safe and achieves the intended clinical benefits when used as 
intended by the manufacturer”. 

Sufficient clinical evidence is also mentioned in the MDR Article 61 where it is provided that the confirmation of 
conformity with the relevant GSPR shall be based on sufficient clinical evidence. The MDCG therefore suggests that, 
“sufficient clinical evidence” is understood as “the present result of the qualified assessment which has reached the 
conclusion that the device is safe and achieves the intended benefits”. It is important to note that clinical evaluation is 
a process where this qualified assessment has to be done on a continuous basis.  

It is anticipated that more guidance will be issued in the future to help manufacturers and authorities alike to 
determine what is required. In the meantime, we suggest the following:

Sample only
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CLINICAL EVALUATION TABLE

CLINICAL EVALUATION
A clinical evaluation is required (Article 
10.3)

It must be part of the technical docu-
mentation 

Annex II 6.1c

General requirements for clinical eval-
uation 

Article 61

Is your device class III or implantable? A summary of safety and performance 
must be drawn up and made available 
via Eudamed 

Article 32

Is your device a class III implantable 
or a class IIb active device intended to 
administer and/or remove a medicinal 
product?

You may, prior to clinical evaluation 
and/or investigation, consult an expert 
panel review clinical strategy

Article 106

Article 61 (2)

Annex IX section 5.1 applies

Is your device covered under Annex XVI? Clinical evaluation becomes perfor-
mance evaluation 

Article 61

If your device requires clinical evaluation Clinical evaluation requires a clinical 
evaluation plan

Annex XIV part A

Do you intend to demonstrate equiva-
lence with another device?

Equivalence must be demonstrated 
and documented

Annex XV part A section 3

Will you be conducting a clinical inves-
tigation according to requirements in 
section 1 of Annex XIV?

Rules for when you must conduct a 
clinical investigation

Rules and conditions which must be 
met in order to conduct a clinical inves-
tigation 

Article 61

Sample only
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CONFORMITY ASSESSMENT 
ROUTE & ANNEXES
INTRODUCTION
This section defines the ways that you can comply with the EU MDR through different conformity assessment 
routes laid out in the regulation. Use the diagrams and tables below with your device in mind to determine the 
requirements of the routes to conformity.

The ‘routes to conformity’ table can be used to give you an idea as to which Annex you could use (based on 
your products’ classification) to demonstrate that you have met the MDR. A series of diagrams follow the 
table, which visually depict the route.

Table 2 - ‘Annex Requirement table’ details what is required for each conformity assessment annex.

Table 3 - shows the requirements for Annex IX, section 5 (Annex X, section 8). These are the additional procedures for 
combination devices. The timelines vary dependent on the type of combination device involved. This will give you a 
guide to the additional time assessment is likely to take.

Table 4 - shows the quality management system requirements and depicts the commonality and the differences in 
procedures required for the 3 routes to conformity.

CHAPTER 7

Sample only
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TABLE 1: ROUTES TO CONFORMITY

Conformity assessment depends on the classification of your device. The following table identifies the acceptable 
approaches to conformity assessment

NOTE: Technical documentation as specified in Annex II and III is ALWAYS required for the device, no matter what confor-
mity assessment route is used

ROUTES TO CONFORMITY

Determine the conformity assessment route 

Class I

Class I - Not custom made or Investigational

• EU Declaration of Conformity in accordance with Annex IV
and Article 19

• Technical documentation in accordance with Annex II and
III

IF

Devices are sterile, have a measuring function or are a reus-
able surgical instrument

• Annex IX Chapters I and III

OR

• Part A of Annex XI

Determine the conformity assessment route 

Class IIa

Class IIa - Not custom made or Investigational

• Annex IX Chapters I and III

• Assessment of technical documentation in accor-
dance with Section 4 of Annex IX for at least one
representative device for each category of device

OR

• Technical documentation in accordance with Annex
II and III with

• Conformity assessment as specified in Section 10 or
18 of Annex XI

• Assessment of technical documentation for at least
one representative device for each category of device

Sample only
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CHAPTER 8

QMS TABLES
INTRODUCTION
This chapter takes into account the ISO 13485:2016 Quality Management System Requirements and cross 
references the MDR requirements. Furthermore, it then takes the MDR requirements and cross references 
them to the QMS requirements of ISO 13485:2016. Finally, there is a ‘procedure’ table which identifies 
requirements by type of QMS procedure. 

This tool will enable you to build compliant processes and procedures as part of your QMS system that 
ensures both ISO 13485 and the MDR are met.

ISO 13485 TO MDR REQUIREMENTS TABLE
ISO 13485:2016
CLAUSE

ARTICLE OR ANNEX 
IN THE MDR

SUMMARY OF POTENTIAL ADDITIONS TO PROCEDURES

4 QUALITY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
4 Article 10(9a) Procedure for regulatory compliance strategy including 

conformity assessment and changes to the device(s). 
Ensure Eudamed processes, PRRC processes are includ-
ed

4.1 Annex IX, XI Part A, 
XI Part B

Quality management system and additional procedures 
required by the MDR listed in these Annexes.

4.1.1 Article 10(9j) & 33 Procedure for handling communication at top level 
including the files for submission to the Eudamed data-
bases also refers to ISO 13485 clauses 4.1.5, outsourcing 
7.2.3 communication, 8.2.3; reporting to regulatory au-
thorities, 8.3.3; advisory notices, 8.5 corrective actions.

Article 10(14) Procedure to allow access of NBs or CAs to premises, 
technical documentation or devices.

Article 10(16) Procedure for liability insurance, ‘persons may claim 
compensation for damage caused by a defective device.

Sample only
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ISO 13485:2016
CLAUSE

ARTICLE OR ANNEX 
IN THE MDR

SUMMARY OF POTENTIAL ADDITIONS TO PROCEDURES

4.1.3 Annex IX, X, XI Part 
A, XI Part B

Minimum documentation requirements for conformity 
annex
Provision against bankruptcy or ceasing to trade 

Annex XIII Procedure to use Chapter I of Annex IX or Part A of Annex 
XI for custom made implantable devices.

4.1.5 Article 6 Ensure that the DoC is supplied to on-line sales outlets.
Article 10(8) Elements required for appointing and delegating tasks 

to an authorised representative.
Article 10(15) Elements required for reporting use of significant sub- 

contractors to Eudamed, see article 30(1).
Article 11,13,14,15, 
23, 25

Contract with / mandate from the manufacturer.

Article 12 Elements required for changing Authorised representa-
tive.

Article 30, 31 Ensure members of supply chain register with UDI sys-
tem, include the need to pay fees.

Article 58 Procedure to cover changing NB.
Annex II(3c) Procedures and contracts to demonstrate control of 

subcontractors and suppliers involved in the design and 
manufacture.

Annex IX Outsourcing, control of significant subcontractors
Annex IX Authorised representative mandate 

Sample only
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CHAPTER 9

TIMELINES
INTRODUCTION
Most people will be aware of the original 2020 deadline for the MDR. However, due to the COVID-19 
pandemic, this date has been moved to May 2021.  The MDR contains nuances within the text that should be 
understood, as it specifies dates for application and adoption of specific Articles, which may affect you.

In this chapter there are 3 versions of this timeline – descriptive (straight from official text plus its amendment 
due to COVID-19), tabular and visual

TIMELINES FROM THE MDR
The MDR details the following dates and associated actions:

2017
Article 123, section 1
Regulation shall enter into force on the twentieth day following that of its publication in the Official Journal of the 
European Union – 26 May 2017

Article 123, section 3a
Articles 35 to 50 shall apply from 26 November 2017..until 26 May 2021..where the obligations on notified bodies 
pursuant to Articles 35 to 50 shall apply only to those bodies which submit an application for designation in 
accordance with Article 38

Notified bodies may begin to apply for designation from 26 November 2017

Article 123, section 3b
Articles 101 and 103 shall apply from 26 November 2017 – Competent Authorities and the MDCG

2018
Article 34
The Commission shall, in collaboration with the MDCG, draw up the functional specifications for Eudamed. The 
Commission shall draw up a plan for the implementation of those specifications by 26 May 2018.

Article 123, section 3c
Article 102 shall apply from 26 May 2018 – cooperation between Competent authorities and Member States

Annex 1, Section 10.4.3
For the purposes of Section 10.4., the Commission shall, as soon as possible and by 26 May 2018, provide the relevant 
scientific committee with a mandate to prepare guidelines
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2019
Article 123, section 3i
Article 120(12) shall apply from 26 May 2019 - issuing entities, GS1, HIBCC and ICCBBA shall be considered to be 
designated issuing entities.

2021
Article 1, section 2
The necessary common specifications shall be adopted by 26 May 2021. They shall apply as from six months after the 
date of their entry into force or from 26 May 2021, whichever is the latest.

Article 17, section 5
The Commission shall adopt, in accordance with Article 9(1), the necessary CS referred to in point (b) of paragraph 3 
by 26 May 2021

Article 17, section 6
Only single-use devices that have been placed on the market in accordance with this Regulation, or prior to 26 May 
2021 in accordance with Directive 93/42/EEC, may be reprocessed.

Article 34, section 1
The Commission shall, in collaboration with the MDCG, draw up the functional specifications for Eudamed. The 
Commission shall draw up a plan for the implementation of those specifications by 26 May 2018. That plan shall seek 
to ensure that Eudamed is fully functional at a date that allows the Commission to publish the notice referred to in 
paragraph 3 of this Article by 25 March 2021 and that all other relevant deadlines laid down in Article 123 of this 
Regulation are met.*

Article 113
The Member States shall lay down the rules on penalties applicable for infringement of the provisions of this 
Regulation and shall take all measures necessary to ensure that they are implemented. The penalties provided for shall 
be effective, proportionate, and dissuasive. The Member States shall notify the Commission of those rules and of those 
measures by 25 February 2021 and shall notify it, without delay, of any subsequent amendment affecting them.

Article 120, section 1
From 26 May 2021, any publication of a notification in respect of a notified body in accordance with Directives 
90/385/EEC and 93/42/EEC shall become void.

Article 120, section 5
By way of derogation from Directives 90/385/EEC and 93/42/EEC, devices which comply with this Regulation may be 
placed on the market prior to 26 May 2021.

Sample only
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CHAPTER 10

MDR OVERVIEW - ARTICLES

INTRODUCTION
This chapter takes each article in the MDR and provides a brief overview of it.  Each overview indicates the 
interested parties, classes of device, message, potential evidence of conformity, quality management system 
references and original text section. Where applicable, there are also reference maps to and from other 
relevant articles and annexes.

Interested parties simply states which of the ‘players’ described in the MDR have a need to understand that 
article. For example, manufacturers and health institutions have a need to understand and comply with 
article 5, whereas this does not apply directly to the European Commission.

Classes of device identifies if that article is specific to a particular class of device.

The message section gives a brief outline of what that article is about so you can quickly understand if it may 
apply to you.

Potential evidence of conformity describes how you could show that you have complied with the 
requirements of that article, or what you need know for successfully complying with that article. Where 
potential evidence of conformity is suggested, it is just that, a suggestion to get you started, and may not be 
applicable to everyone.

Quality management system references provide a link to the ISO 13485 Quality Management System (QMS) 
standard, to aid in understanding how the MDR aligns with QMS requirements.

The reference maps show how that article relates to other articles and annexes, i.e. where it calls in 
requirements from other sections of the MDR, which means that nothing is missed out and you have all 
the relevant information at your fingertips. For example, if an article mentions or refers to another article 
in the body of the text, we have mapped it to allow you to have a complete visual reference. It shows both 
‘referenced from’ where another article references the overview article and ‘reference to’, where the overview 
article refers to another article.

Finally, the page of the original MDR text is specified, so the full legal text can be reviewed when needed.
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTORY PROVISIONS

SECTION: SCOPE AND DEFINITIONS

ARTICLE 1: SUBJECT MATTER 
AND SCOPE
Interested parties
All

Classes of device
Not specified

Message
The scope of the MDR (i.e. what is covered) is largely contained in section 1. It covers two main aims, rules for 
placing medical devices on the market and rules for clinical investigations.

It also explains what is included and excluded from the regulation.

Potential evidence of conformity
If placing a product on the market, use article 1 to determine whether the device is a medical device, or if it 
falls under the category of products in Annex XVI (products without a medical purpose).

Section 6 - excluded from the MDR: 
6a) In Vitro Diagnostic Devices
6b) Medicinal products (consider section 8 and 9)
6c) Advanced therapy medicinal products (consider section 8 and 9) 
6d) Human blood, blood products, plasma or blood cells of human origin (consider section 8 and 9)
6e) Cosmetic products (Be aware of Annex XVI)
6f) Transplants, tissues or cells of animal origin – but the MDR applies if the product is non-viable or rendered 
so.
6g) Transplants, tissues or cells of human origin – but the MDR applies if the product is non-viable or 
rendered so.
6h) Viable biological material or organisms
6i) Food

Section 7 - Consider devices which incorporates an in vitro diagnostic medical device and apply MDR and 
IVDR to relevant parts of the device.

Section 8 - If the device contains a medicinal substance, including those derived from human blood or 
plasma, which is ancillary to the device it shall be assessed with the MDR.

Section 9 - A device which is intended to administer a medicinal product shall be governed by the MDR, but 
if they form a single integral product used only for its intended purpose and is not reusable it is governed by 
Directive 2001/83/EC or Regulation (EC) No 726/2004, and Annex I of the MDR must be applied to the device 
part of the integral product.

Sample only
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CHAPTER 11

MDR OVERVIEW - ANNEXES
INTRODUCTION
This chapter looks at each of the MDR annexes, it contains a number of tools that are relevant to that Annex.

Each annex is laid out according to the contents of that annex. 

Note, GSPR 23:

GSPR 23 is effectively a 'checklist' that can be used to determine what could possibly apply to your device.  Labelling is 
affected by a number of other standards and requirements so GSPR 23 is not the definitive list of everything!  You must 
also remember that the CE marking needs to appear on your IFU and labelling.

There is a requirement in GSPR 23.2 (q) that it should be indicated that the device is indeed a medical device, so it is 
a good idea to make that clear via a symbol subsequently defined in the IFU or by the words 'medical device'.  New 
symbols are being created that align with the MDR.
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ANNEX I - GENERAL SAFETY & 
PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
Interested parties
All

Classes of device
All

Message
This is a three-chapter annex. It comprises the general safety and performance requirements which all 
Medical Devices (including custom made devices Annex XIII) must meet.

It also includes these devices which are regulated by another legislation, but must still comply with relevent 
MDR GSPRs for the device part: 
• Combination medicinal products (Article 1)
• Combination drug/device delivery products (Article 1)
• Combination products with non-viable tissues or cells of human origin or their derivatives (Article 1)
• Devices manufactured in Health Institutions (Article 5)

Chapter 1: The general requirements – GSPRs 1 – 9. As a rule of thumb, it is not possible to declare one of 
these GSPRs not applicable for any device.

Chapter 2: Requirements regarding design and manufacture, GSPRs 10 – 22. Not all of these will be 
applicable to all devices.

Chapter 3: Requirements regarding information supplied with the device, GSPR 23, labels and instructions 
for use (divided into four parts.)
23.1. General requirements regarding the information supplied by the manufacturer.
23.2. Information on the label
23.3. Information on the packaging which maintains the sterile condition of a device (‘sterile packaging’) 
23.4. Information in the instructions for use

Sample only
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CHAPTER 12

INDEXES & LOOK UPS
ACRONYMS

AIDC Automatic identification and data capture:

Technology used to automatically capture data, 
includes bar codes, smart cards, biometrics and 
RFID

AIMD The Active Implantable Medical Devices Directive 
(90/385/EEC)

CAPA Corrective and preventative action
CEP Clinical Evaluation Plan
CER Clinical Evaluation Report
CIP Clinical Investigation Plan
CS Common Specifications
CMR Substances which are carcinogenic, mutagenic or 

toxic to reproduction 
DoA Date of application of the MDR
DoC Declaration of conformity
ECHA European Chemicals Agency 
EUDAMED European database on medical devices
EFSA European Food Safety Authority
EMA The European Medicines Agency:                                      

is a decentralised agency of the European Union 
(EU), located in London. It began operating in 
1995. The Agency is responsible for the scientific 
evaluation, supervision and safety monitoring 
of medicines in the EU. EMA protects public and 
animal health in 28 EU Member States, as well as 
the countries of the European Economic Area, by 
ensuring that all medicines available on the EU 
market are safe, effective and of high quality.

FSCA Field safety corrective action
FSN Field safety notices
GHTF Global Harmonization Task Force.                                   

No longer active.
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GSPR General Safety and Performance Requirement:

A set of minimal requirements which all medical 
devices must meet where applicable found in An-
nex I of the medical device regulation

HRI Human Readable Interpretation:
A legible interpretation of the data characters 
encoded in the UDI carrier.

IB Investigators Brochure:
A comprehensive document summarizing the 
body of information about an investigational 
product ("IP" or "study drug") obtained during a 
drug trial.

IVD In-Vitro Diagnostic device
IVDR In-Vitro Diagnostics Medical Device Regulation 

(EU) 2017/746
IMDRF International Medical Devices Regulators Forum:

A voluntary group of medical device regulators 
from around the world who have come togeth-
er to build on the strong foundational work of 
the Global Harmonization Task Force on Medical 
Devices (GHTF), and to accelerate international 
medical device regulatory harmonization and 
convergence.

Sample only
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PEOPLE
INTRODUCTION
This chapter identifies the people involved in the MDR and also links the Articles and Annexes to their 
obligations.

KEY PLAYERS
Authorised Representative – means any natural or legal person established within the Union who has received 
and accepted a written mandate from a manufacturer, located outside the Union, to act on the manufacturer's 
behalf in relation to specified tasks with regard to the latter's obligations under this Regulation.

Authority responsible for a notified body – an authority appointed by the Member State to responsible for 
setting up and carrying out the necessary procedures for the assessment, designation and notification of 
conformity assessment bodies and for the monitoring of notified bodies, including subcontractors and 
subsidiaries of those bodies.

Commission – The European Commission - is the executive of the European Union and promotes its general 
interest. 

Committee on Medical Devices – A committee appointed to advise the European Commission on the adoption 
of implementing acts.

Competent Authority – a body within the government of the Member States that transposes the requirements 
of the Medical Device Directives into National Law.

Conformity assessment body - means a body that performs third-party conformity assessment activities 
including calibration, testing, certification and inspection.

Coordination group of Notified Bodies – The commission shall ensure that appropriate coordination and 
cooperation between notified bodies is put in place and operated in the form of a coordination group of 
notified bodies in the field of medical devices.

Distributor – means any natural or legal person in the supply chain, other than the manufacturer or the 
importer, that makes a device available on the market, up until the point of putting into service.

Economic operator - a manufacturer, an authorised representative, an importer, a distributor, a natural 
or legal person who draws up a statement in order to place on the market a system or procedure pack or a 
natural or legal person who sterilises systems or procedure for the purpose of placing them on the market.

Ethics committee - means an independent body established in a Member State in accordance with the law of 
that Member State and empowered to give opinions for the purposes of this Regulation, taking into account 
the views of laypersons, in particular patients or patients' organisations.

Expert Laboratory and panels – designated by the Commission on the basis of their up-to-date clinical, 
scientific or technical expertise, with the aim of providing scientific, technical and clinical assistance to 
the Commission, the MDCG, manufacturers and notified bodies in relation to the implementation of this 
Regulation.

CHAPTER 13
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Health institution - means an organisation the primary purpose of which is the care or treatment of patients 
or the promotion of public health; user means any healthcare professional or lay person who uses a device.

Importer – means any natural or legal person established within the Union that places a device from a third 
country on the Union market.

Investigator - means an individual responsible for the conduct of a clinical investigation at a clinical 
investigation site.

Lay person – means an individual who does not have formal education in a relevant field of healthcare or 
medical discipline.

Manufacturer – means a natural or legal person who manufactures or fully refurbishes a device or has a 
device designed, manufactured or fully refurbished, and markets that device under its name or trademark.

Medical Device Coordination Group (MDCG) – composed of persons designated by the Member States based 
on their role and expertise in the field of medical devices including in vitro diagnostic medical devices, 
should be established to fulfil the tasks conferred on it by this Regulation and by Regulation (EU) 2017/746 
of the European Parliament and of the Council (2), to provide advice to the Commission and to assist the 
Commission and the Member States in ensuring a harmonised implementation of this Regulation.

Member State – a state that is a member of the European Union.

Notified Body – means a conformity assessment body designated in accordance with this Regulation.

Person responsible for regulatory compliance - Manufacturers shall have available within their organisation 
at least one person responsible for regulatory compliance who possesses the requisite expertise in the field of 
medical devices.

Sponsor – means any individual, company, institution or organisation which takes responsibility for the 
initiation, for the management and setting up of the financing of the clinical investigation.

Subject – means an individual who participates in a clinical investigation.

User – means any healthcare professional or lay person who uses a device.

Sample only
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MDCG GUIDANCE
INTRODUCTION
The medical device coordination group (MDCG) have been ongoingly releasing ‘legally non-binding’ guidance 
documents as per Article 105 of Regulation 745/2017 (MDR).

This chapter contains a table with the reference, title, publication date, relevant articles/annexes and the 
operator/user the guidance is intended for, for the key guidance  (only those relevant to the MDR).

Each guidance is summarised and for some there extracts of tables, diagrams and examples where the detail 
is important or useful for the user.

*Please note: This is the guidance published at time of writing of this guidebook, new guidance is issued routinely*

TABLE OF MDCG ENDORSED DOCUMENTS
REFERENCE TITLE PUBLICATION 

DATE
RELEVANT ARTI-
CLES/ANNEXES

USER/PERSON

MDCG 2018-1 v3 Guidance on basic UDI-DI and 
changes to UDI-DI

Mar 2020 Chapter III

Annex VI part C

Manufacturer

MDCG 2018-2 Future EU medical device 
nomenclature - Description of 
requirements

Mar 2018 Article 26 The Commission

MDCG 2018-3 Guidance on UDI for systems 
and procedure packs

Oct 2018 Article 2

Article 22

System or Proce-
dure Pack Produc-
ers

MDCG 2018-4 Definitions/Descriptions and 
formats of the UDI core ele-
ments for systems or procedure 
packs

Oct 2018 Article 29 System or Proce-
dure Pack Produc-
ers

MDCG 2018-5 UDI assignment to medical 
device software

Oct 2018 Annex VI part C Manufacturer

Distributor

Importer

Others assuming 
obligations of           
manufacturer 

CHAPTER 14
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REFERENCE TITLE PUBLICATION 
DATE

RELEVANT ARTI-
CLES/ANNEXES

USER/PERSON

MDCG 2018-6 Clarifications of UDI related 
responsibilities in relation to 
article 16

Oct 2018 Article 16 Manufacturer

Distributor

Importer

Others assuming 
obligations of           
manufacturer

MDCG 2018-7 Provisional considerations re-
garding language issues associ-
ated with the UDI database

Oct 2018 Annex VI, part A, sec-
tion 2 and part B)

Article 28(3)

Annex I, section 23.2 
(f)

Manufacturer

Distributor

Importer

MDCG 2018-8 Guidance on content of the cer-
tificates, voluntary certificate 
transfers

Nov 2018 Annex XII, Chapter II, 
Section 10,

Article 58

Manufacturer

Notified Body

MDCG 2019-2 Guidance on application of UDI 
rules to device-part of prod-
ucts referred to in Article 1(8), 
1(9) and 1(10) of Regulation 
745/2017

Feb 2019 Article 1 section 8-10,

Annex I

Annex VI

Manufacturer

Distributor

Importer

Others assuming 
obligations of         
manufacturer

MDCG 2019-3 
Rev 1

Interpretation of Article 54(2)b April 2020 Article 54 Manufacturer

Notified Body

Sample only




